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Question

Do neural networks with unsupervised pre-training 
(e.g. BERT) have knowledge of grammar?
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Overview

1. Acceptability judgments
2. CoLA: The Corpus of Linguistic Acceptability
3. Results on CoLA
4. Grammatical analysis of models
5. Human language acquisition
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What was a picture of painted by Betsy?

✓

✗

Is this sentence OK?
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Acceptability judgments ≈ Grammaticality judgments

The primary empirical data linguistics.

 



One way to test the adequacy of a grammar proposed 
for [language] L is to determine whether or not the 
sequences that it generates are actually 
grammatical, i.e., acceptable to a native speaker.”

Noam Chomsky, 1957. Syntactic Structures.
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Linguistic Competence of NNs?

We can study NNs’ linguistic competence by 
comparing them to native speakers. 

An NN with knowledge of grammar should easily 
learn to make human-like acceptability judgments.

Is this sentence 
OK?



Noam Chomsky, 1957. Syntactic Structures.

The fundamental aim in the linguistic analysis of a 
language L is to separate the grammatical sequences 
which are the sentences of L from the ungrammatical 
sequences which are not sentences of L and to study 
the structure of the grammatical sequences.

Grammatical

Ungrammatical

Strings of L
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CoLA

● >10k sentences from the 
syntax/semantics literature.

● Expert boolean acceptability 
judgments.

● Broad domain of phenomena
● >20x larger than similar resources.



CoLA: Phenomena covered



CoLA Sample



Measuring Human Performance

*Nangia & Bowman (2019)



Results: Humans vs. NNs



CoLA Baselines

- GLoVe BOW
- LMs (Lau et al., 2016)

- 3-gram LM 
- LSTM LM 

- “ELMo-Style” LSTM

BNC training (100M tokens)



CoLA Baseline Results
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The GLUE Benchmark

(Wang et al., 2018).

CoLA was included in the GLUE 
Benchmark.



The GLUE Benchmark

CoLA was included in the GLUE 
Benchmark.

Since GLUE, Transformers have 
revolutionized NLP.
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Grammatical Analysis:

What do these models know 
about specific linguistic 
phenomena?



Grammatically Annotated CoLA
We created a 
grammatically annotated 
CoLA dev set (n=1043).

Frequencies of a subset of grammatical features in 
CoLA dev set.



Grammatically Annotated CoLA
We created a 
grammatically annotated 
CoLA dev set (n=1043).

15 features divided into                                
63 fine-grained 
sub-categories. Frequencies of a subset of grammatical features in 

CoLA dev set.
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Results: Major Features

Sanity check:         
simple 
sentences are 
easy.



Results: Major Features

BERT and GPT 
excel at 
sentences with 
complex             
argument 
structures.



Results: Major Features

Even binding 
is relatively 
easy for BERT 
and GPT.



Results: Major Features

Questions, 
complex syntax 
like ellipsis and 
topicalization, 
and semantic 
properties of 
determiners are 
hard.



Future Directions
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Superhuman Results?
So is CoLA solved?
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1Hart & Risley (1992)



Challenge: Limited Resource 
Acceptability
Human learners are exposed to ~100M tokens by age 10.1

BERT sees >30x that amount. 

1Hart & Risley (1992)



Limited Resource SoTA



Why is it important to look at 
acceptability judgments with 
limited resource models?



Universal Grammar

A theory of linguistic structure that aims for explanatory 
adequacy incorporates an account of linguistic universals, 
and it attributes tacit knowledge of these universals to 
the child.

Chomsky (1965). Aspects.

Are humans born with an innate 
knowledge of universal grammar?



The Poverty of Stimulus

Language learning would be impossible 
unless this were the case.

Chomsky (1965). Aspects.

...because the data is too poor.



If a limited resource model can perform 
at human level, this would falsify 
Chomsky’s argument.



Conclusion
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Review

● We’ve introduced CoLA, the largest domain-general dataset of 
acceptability judgments.

● High-resource models can learn to make human-like 
acceptability judgments.

● Phenomena involving long-distance dependencies and 
semantics are still challenging.

● More work needs to be done on low-resource models.



Resources

CoLA Download: 
https://nyu-mll.github.io/CoLA/#

Grammatically annotated CoLA: 
https://nyu-mll.github.io/CoLA/#grammatical_annotations

Thank you!

https://nyu-mll.github.io/CoLA/#
https://nyu-mll.github.io/CoLA/#grammatical_annotations

